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Welcome to Absurdistan
Anyone who thought that the bond markets had already experienced their greatest possible exaggeration in the summer
of 2019 has recently been proven wrong in the wake of the Corona crisis. We would not have thought that the yield on
10-year Bunds could once again reach a new all-time low. For US bonds we were somewhat more optimistic (and therefore had a long position in our fund here), but a fall in interest rates from 1.5% to 0.5% within a month was beyond our
imagination.
For investors in balanced funds, this development was again a blessing, as at least these two asset classes provided
valuable diversification for those who were already invested in them. However, many of them were probably not. Most
investors said goodbye to German government bonds some time ago and sought their fortune in corporate bonds and
similar spread products. However, these bond categories did not represent an effective diversification against falling
equities. How could they? After all, the volatility of equities (which tends to rise when stock prices fall) is closely linked
to the spreads of corporate bonds.

V-Stoxx volatility index for equities and iTraxx Crossover (spreads for bonds in the lower investment grade range)
However, the great uncertainty among investors has led some investors to flee to the supposedly “safe haven” and
depressed Bund yields accordingly.
This has led to a large number of data highlights. For one thing, we have already seen a very high level of optimism
among investors over the weekend. At the same time the strategic bias, i.e. the perception of value, continued to erode.
All in all, there are high values in the Time Differential Index, which we show below as a normalized Z-Score:
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sentix Time Differential Index for Euroland Bonds and Bund Futures
High values in the index (red zone) signal a high short-term orientation: the mood is much better than the value perception. And in principle, this is not a good prerequisite for price gains. This is all the more true as investors buy a market
that is not only characterized by a negative interest rate. Rather, the gap between shorter and longer-dated bonds is
also narrow. In other words: there is no additional compensation for an investment at the long end.
If one assumes that investors who buy such bonds are somehow worried about their money, then the rational investor
is faced with two questions: (1) why invest for 10 years instead of 2 years (where the money is safe, at least for 2 years.
And that should be enough for the Corona crisis). And (2) why do you buy bonds at -0.8% p.a. for 10 years and lose
approx. 18% within 10 years at 1% inflation p.a.! Is this a "safe" haven?
You must believe in the "greater fool", one who is willing to pay an even higher prices than you did, to be tempted by
this bond segment to make an investment.
Or you have to expect miracles from the "Owl", the president of the ECB. The sentix central bank policy barometer has
risen to an all-time high of 37.75 points.
The following chart shows that so much enthusiasm and anticipation about the ECB was not necessarily conducive to
bond market performance. Even if Madame Lagarde pulls something great out of her hat, it could result in a "fait accompli" or "sell the fact".
In the worst case, we are not witnessing a wise but a perplexed ECB boss.
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sentix Theme Barometer Central Bank Policy and Bund Future (adjusted endless contract)
How small potential gains (if you hold bonds for one year and interest rates remain "stable" negative) are, you can see
in the following table (the upper one). Here we have calculated for various bond markets and maturities the return that
would be expected as a buy & hold investor until March 8, 2021. Coupon and "roll down" included.

The second, lower table shows what price losses would be threatened if today's interest rates were to rise by 50 basis
points, i.e. 0.5%, within a year. All deep red. No wonder that investors' perception of value is so poor.
The bond markets, especially the Bunds, have once again reached absurdity. We have shown in two detailed blogs that
investors can expect nothing here. If the economy implodes because of Corona, then in our opinion the bond markets
are the worst conceivable place to act as a safe haven. For it is not the "owl" but fiscal policy that must save the economy
from collapsing.
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Disclaimer
Important information concerning liability, compliance, protection of investors and copyright
This information is meant only for distribution in countries in which this is permitted by law.
This analysis is for information purposes only and (i) does not constitute or form part of any offer for sale or subscription of or solicitation of any offer to buy or subscribe
for any financial, money market or investment instrument or any security, (ii) is neither intended as such an offer for sale or subscription of or solicitation of an offer to
buy or subscribe for any financial, money market or investment instrument or any security nor (iii) as an advertisement thereof. The investment possibilities discussed in
this report may not be suitable for certain investors depending on their specific investment objectives and time horizon or in the context of their overall financial situation.
The investments discussed may fluctuate in price or value. Investors may get back less than they invested.
Changes in rates of exchange may have an adverse effect on the value of investments. Furthermore, past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. In
particular, the risks associated with an investment in the financial, money market or investment instrument or security under discussion are not explained in their entirety.
We assume no liability for the information contained in this analysis. The analysis is no substitute for personal investment consultation. Even on the basis of the depicted
opportunities and risks, investors must individually assess – on the basis of their own personal investment strategies, their financial, legal and fiscal situation - whether
an investment in the financial instruments depicted here is sensible for them. As this document is in no way a direct investment recommendation, this document or parts
of it should not be used as the basis for any conclusion of contract or for any commitment to obligations of any kind. Investors are asked to contact the investment
analysts of their banks for individual investment advice and other individual explanations and advice. Neither the sentix GmbH nor any of its managing directors, employees or other persons assume liability for losses or damages caused in connection with the use of this document or its contents.
The sentiment analysis is made available via the internet to those sentix participants of which is assumed that they do not base their investment decisions inappropriately
on the basis of this analysis.
Statements or conclusions made through data or services do not include warrants or guarantees for future market or price changes. The opinions and assessments
expressed therein can change without prior notice.
The sentix GmbH explicitly points out that both the sentix GmbH, its legal agents as well as their employees (in the following: the Involved) regularly conduct transactions
in equity and other financial instruments which the data and services refer to. They do this both in their own names and for their own accounts as well as in the name
and accounts of third parties. Should the Involved have been involved in an emission of instruments for the finance markets in the past 12 months, this is separately
indicated at the corresponding place.
All rights of use for this analysis, its data and services are property of the sentix GmbH and are copyrighted. The sentix GmbH reserves its right to inflict penalties for the
unauthorized usage of data and services, especially unauthorized commercial use. A reproduction or subsequent processing of website elements, analyses, data or services in electronic, written or other form is prohibited without prior consent by the sentix GmbH. Analyses that are only available in the secure customer area may not be
quoted, neither in full, nor in part. An exception to this are analyses, data or services which have been posted by the sentix GmbH via the press mailing list or which have
been presented in other form for public propagation.
This analysis must not – either in full or in part, regardless of underlying intent – be forwarded, reproduced or published.
„sentix“ is a registered trademark of sentix Holding GmbH.
DAX, TecDAX, Xetra und Eurex are registered trademarks of the Deutsche Börse AG. Dow Jones EURO STOXX 50 is a registered trademark of the STOXX Limited. Other
names of products and companies which may be mentioned in this publication could also be protected or be registered trademarks of other companies.
ANALYST DECLARATION
Neither in the past, present or future is the remuneration of the author linked – either directly or indirectly – to his or her recommendations or views expressed in this
context.
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